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Fukuyama's book is not only a best-seller; it is also a contribution to comparative mânagement. The

cultural perspective constantly inspires the author who wants obviously to make a landmark conti-
bution by highlighting the social vâlues that facilitaie economic prosperity, namely re.ipræal trust

berween economic players. Although Fukuyama decides not to distinguish between social and cultural

values, his work has clearly a compârative perspective since he chooses to compare countries/societies

while avoiding to fall in the trap of the stereotypical opposition between the East and the West.

Fukuyâma's book appears from the very start as well documented lt is a large-size scholârly

enterprise supponed by a team of research assistants The notes, from page 363 to page 420' explain

both sources and interpretation of dâta for the 3l chapters.

The first part of the book, entitled 'The Idea of Trust', posits the rote of rust in economic life.

Fukuyama defines tmst as 'the exÉectâtion that arises within a community of regular, honest, and

cooperative behaviour, based on commonly shared norms, on the pafi of other members of that

community' (p.26). ln thjs respect, a bâsic problem for economic activities is that the best panners

are not necessdily kin relâted ones, and therefore a major issue is to develop trust between business

paftners who arc not related to one another, especially by family or ethnic links. ChaPter 2 offers

an intelligent criticism of neo-classical economics, whose model of rational, self-interested humân

behaviour is, according to Fukuyama, only 8070 correct. Fukuyama retums to Adam Smith who' he

argues, well understood that economic life is deeply embedded in social life and cânnot be understood

ap-art from the c,-rstoms, morals, and habits of the sæiety in which it occurs- In short economic lile
cannot be divorced from culture, and that is why this book is a sjgnificant contribution regarding

culture and intemational business.

Fukuyama explains the role of trust in the building of large organizations which hâve the scâle

to achieve cost comp€titiveness and develop managerial competencies that allow them to compete

successfully on the global markel In low-tJùst societies (ârchetypes for the West: France ànd ltaly;
and for the East: China and Korea) the state must inteûene to create large organizaiions that private

economic actors are reluctant to build. But the resource allocation process is less efficient when iI

is managed by the state than by private organizations. In the two last chapters of this part, Fukuyama

develops a sort of post-Weberiân perspective, commenting on the influence of religion on the capacity

to genè.ut. reciprocal trust, and showing that the ârt of association is strong both in Japan and the
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